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$ 1,695,000 5 Bedrooms . 4.5 Bathrooms . 5,945 Sqft

Life is redefined by this romantic French cottage on a spectacular golf course lot with views of mountains and
lake! Welcome home to one of the most majestic homes in beautiful, gated Hampton on the Lake. Breathtaking
views inside and out with old-world craftsmanship with the best of todays conveniences. Notice the exquisite
stone work including hand laid stone sidewalk to the fantastic entrance turret with Ralph Lauren light and gas
lanterns(11 in all!) and the copper accents. T he private courtyard off the entrance is simply enchanting and
perfect for entertaining with entrances off the driveway, dining room and mud room and features a massive
stone fireplace. A wonderful respite from this crazy world. Inside, you'll find an expansive entrance hall leading to
the charming study on your left accessed by antique doors. Ceilings are accented with wood beams throughout
highlighting the attention to detail. Marvin windows are throughout and they are especially featured here with
the diamond grid windows. From the front door, the views will take your breath away of the expansive hardwood
floors, 10', vaulted and coffered ceilings framing the fabulous back deck perfectly framing the 12th green of T he
Champions Course. T his might be one of the most fantastic kitchens in Chattanooga with top of the line…
cabinetry and appliances, expansive granite and quartzite counters. A 4 3" LaCornue range takes center stage
and is complimented by the Fisher and Paykel paneled refrigerator and Bosch dishwasher. T he pantry is like
another full kitchen with another full size refrigerator and custom cabinetry all around. In addition, there is a hall
butler's bar leading to the dining room. T he entire home has a water filtration system and the coffee bar goes
one step further with a reverse osmosis faucet. T hree fireplaces are focal points in the massive great room,
breakfast area and exquisite master suite. T he master suite is, of course, a dream with views of the golf course
and White Oak Mountain. Windows here and in the sunroom feature built in screens to bring in the sites and
sounds and fresh breezes. Vaulted ceilings with wood beams accent this space and leads you into the even more
exquisite bath with a morning bar, double vanity and make-up vanity. Stand alone, claw foot tub is perfectly
framed overlooking the course. Plenty of privacy here. Massive double shower feature clerestory windows. T he
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